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Sweet Revenge Freshman Danny Sullivan winds up with a pie to throw at Assistant Principal for Student Life
Brock Kesterson. Kesterson agreed to undertake this event during Activity Period on Wednesday to raise funds for
STUCO’s Mission Week. For more photos of Mission Week and a Q & A with Fr. Harrison, who addressed the school
about Mission Week on Monday, see page 4.

SLUH organizes Mission Day of service

Students help Karen House and St. Cronan’s pantry

by Luke Reichold
reporter

T

wenty-eight dedicated Jr.
Bills traveled to two separate service locations—St. Cronan Parish’s food pantry and
Karen House women’s shelter—
this past Sunday to help out in
whatever ways they could for St.
Louis U. High’s inaugural Mission Day.
After electronically registering for the service opportunities
on a SLUH web page designed
for the event by senior Patrick
O’Leary, students and several
family volunteers met together in
the SLUH chapel at 1 p.m., where
senior Phil Nahlik led a brief prayer.
After organizing their carpools,
volunteers departed for their different destinations.
At Karen House, a shelter in
north St. Louis city for women and
their children, there was plenty of

work to be done, including cleaning the toy room, re-organizing the
clothes room, repairing holes in the
floor, and cleaning the shelves in
the food pantry.
Junior Connor Madden commented, “I thought the work was
really productive, yet it was a fun
experience.”
For many of the Karen House
volunteers, the experience raised
an awareness of the needs people
in the area face every day.
After a quick car ride, the
second group arrived at St. Cronan
Parish’s food pantry, where most of
the time was spent packing shelves
and stacking cans. The food pantry
provides meals to households in the
63110 zip code who cannot afford
to purchase food themselves.
“I was with a good group of
guys and had a lot of fun doing it,”
said senior Alan Ratermann.
The idea for a Mission Day
came from Student Council with

the hopes that it would be a good
way to set the mood for St. Louis
U. High’s first-ever Mission Week
this week.
As far as the choice of the
locations, CSP Director Simonie Bieber explained that she
had initially contacted Kathy
Hunn—mother of junior Adam
Hunn—who runs the St. Cronan
food pantry, to see if they needed
help. Hunn recommended sending
students to Karen House as well.
There was, however, initially a
“bit of a disconnect between NHS
and STUCO as to who would be
running the event,” said Bieber. She
attributed the lower-than-expected
turnout to not being able to spread
the word more on the Thursday and
Friday before the event because of
the long Thanksgiving weekend.
“Hopefully next year we’ll
get an even bigger group of guys
to come,” said Bieber.
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Introduction
to our
tech/ed
series

A trigonometry problem silently glows on a SMART Board
in the front of a classroom. A
PowerPoint presentation on World
War I is uploaded onto Moodle and
downloaded at home to study. Laptop carts are wheeled in for online
relativity simulations in physics
class.
Each and every day, all
around the school, new technology is replacing the blackboards,
textbooks, and experiments that
have long been the tell-tale signs
of education. New technology is
greeted with ooh’s and aah’s, but
most days, in most classes, it goes
unnoticed. It’s the elephant in the
classroom, changing the way we
learn and teach in totally disparate
and previously unimaginable ways.
Still, technology is here to stay.
Period.
Of course, that’s been true for
all of human existence. Every generation has faced new technology
with the same mix of excitement
and anxiety we do today. We can see
perfectly the faults and successes
of those past generations’ reactions
from the comfortable perspective
of the present. Unfortunately, looking at technology’s effect on our
own generation is more difficult,
but of just as much consequence.
The way we internalize, process, communicate, and react to
information is changing at incredible speed. We think it’s time to take
a look at some of those changes as
they are manifested right here in
For the first installments of the
tech/ed series, turn to pages 6 & 7.

our own halls.
For several weeks the Prep
News has been reporting and planning to bring our readers a feature
called tech/ed, a series of articles
and perspectives on technology at
SLUH. We will be dedicating a
significant amount of space on these
pages in the coming weeks to that
end, as we explore this complex
issue from a variety of angles.
This is the first time the Prep
News has attempted a series of this
nature, and as such we realize that
it will not be perfect. We encourage your feedback and urge you to
share your opinions with us. Ultimately, the purpose of this series
is to foster reflection, institutional
and individual self-awareness, so
we are very interested in what you
think.
In this week’s issue, you will
find mostly informative pieces: a
story on e-texts, technology in the
foreign language department, and
how SLUH gets its computers. Next
week we will take a look at servicing technology at SLUH and the
programming culture here, among
other topics. In the final week we
will look at what the future of
technology might be for SLUH.
We hope you find tech/ed informative and thought-provoking over
the next few weeks. We appreciate
the continued support of you, our
readers.
Nick Fandos, Editor in Chief
Conor Gearin, News Editor
Patrick O’Leary, Web Editor

Nahlik, ’11, chosen as recipient of Archbishop May Service Award
by John Webb
reporter

S

t. Louis U. High has selected senior Phil Nahlik as its
nominee for the Archbishop John
L. May Service Award.
Every Catholic high school in
the greater St. Louis area selects
one senior to be nominated for
this award. On its website, the
Archdiocese of St. Louis’s Office
of Catholic Education, which presents the award, describes the ideal
nominee as “a current senior who

participates in voluntary service at
school and in the greater community. He is recognized by peers and
school officials with extraordinary
achievement and service above that
required by the school.”
“It’s the student who we feel is
a good representative of the school
that does service for SLUH and for
the greater St. Louis community,”
said CSP director Simonie Bieber
of the nomination.
According to Bieber, eight
seniors who wished to be considered for the nomination turned in
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forms in mid-November. On their
application, they answered several
essay questions, which addressed
the kind and amount of service
that the applicant had done and
what that service meant to him,
along with composing a prayer of
thanksgiving.
“Within campus ministry, we
go through each of the applicants
and kind of narrow it down and then
decide, with the administration’s
help, who the best candidate is,”
said Bieber of the selection process.
Nahlik volunteered to cook at

Saints Peter and Paul shelter during his freshman and sophomore
years. In his junior year, Nahlik
volunteered at St. Louis Language
Immersion School, where he read
to students in English and French.
Nahlik currently volunteers at the
St. Louis Crisis Nursery and still
occasionally volunteers to cook at
Saints Peter and Paul.
Besides SLUH-sponsored activities, Nahlik did his Eagle Scout
project at a grade school in University City and has volunteered with
his youth group at Central Catholic.

As Secretary and Treasurer of
Student Council, Nahlik tries to
bring his commitment to service to
the rest of the SLUH community,
particularly in his involvement with
this past Sunday’s service day.
“Since we’re not really being
involved with (the organizations
which received) our donations
in St. Louis, I felt that doing the
physical work along with donations
is really important,” said Nahlik of
the service day.
When asked for advice he

see SERVICE, 8
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Soccer takes third at State
After a heartbreaking loss to Vianney in the
semifinals, the squad ties with Rock Bridge
to claim a bittersweet third place. Page 5

Q&A with Jeff Harrison, S.J.
Fr. Harrison, who spoke at Monday’s prayer
service, discusses Belize, social justice, and
reactions to his speech. Page 4

Commentary: Harrison’s speech
Varied reactions to Fr. Harrison’s speech
have left the community looking for answers.
What do we make of the message? Page 3

Much pride about McBride
SLUH basketball team wins first two games
in South Side Classic, setting up championship game tonight versus Bayless. Page 5

Foreign language conference
Language teachers attend American Council
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages annual
conference in Boston. Page 2

Letter: Trash sign of disrespect
Students not cleaning up trash in cafeteria
are showing arrogance and disrespect, not
living up to SLUH reputation. Page 3
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Chess club loses first meet
Circus Club to juggle knives, ride
unicycles, and play with fire Saturday to Metro High School, 17-13

by Brendan
reporter

M

McEnery

embers of the St. Louis
U. High Circus Club assembled this week to perform
feats of near-Herculean strength,
finesse, and wit in preparation
for the upcoming Short Attention Circus Show. Under the tutelage of club moderator Joseph
Schulte and senior Simon Clark,
the performers have set out to astound and amaze their audiences
this weekend.
“We have pretty high expectations,” said junior Austin Huelsing.
“The show is similar to what it has
been in past years, but we’re adding
some new twists.”
The show will feature juggling, magic, unicycle riding, and
tricks with large Chinese yo-yos

called Diabolos. As well as juggling
with regular balls, the performers
will handle rings, clubs, knives,
and more.
Skits such as Slow-Motion
Anti-Gravity Kung-Fu, where two
smaller performers are lifted in the
air by the other club members and
act out a battle royale with each
other, will be incorporated.
The club also promises that
tricks such as juggling with fire
and balancing on balls will be
integrated into the show.
“The ball’s name is Eugene,”
Clark said.
Numerous freshmen, including jugglers Michael Kasper and
Peter Rackers, will also be a part
of the show.
“It’s going to be great,” senior
Etefia Umana said. “I’m really

happy that there are so many underclassmen involved this year.”
“There aren’t any sophomores
in it, though, so that’s one reason
you should come,” quipped junior
Jack Mimlitz.
The Short Attention Circus
Show will be performed in the
Joseph Schulte Theater Friday
evening at 7 p.m. and Saturday
afternoon at 3 p.m. The Circus Club
will also be putting on an additional
performance for Loyola Academy.
Admission to the show is free, and
all are welcome.
Mimlitz summed up the club’s
hopes for the show, saying, “I’m
expecting theatrical genius in the
form of stupendous skill and horrendous hilarity.”
				

Merriott, Crespin, Tai, and Aliste travel
to language conference in Boston
PHOTO COURTESY OF MR. CHARLEY MERRIOT

Merriott, Aliste and Crespin pose with a
statue of Charles Sumner in Boston, Mass.

by Joe Klein
core staff

F

our St. Louis U. High foreign
language teachers traveled to
Boston two weeks ago to participate in the American Council
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) annual conference. More than 6,000 educators
from all across the country attended. Among them were Spanish teachers Charles Merriott and
Myriam Aliste, French teacher
Jennifer Crespin, and Chinese
teacher Ching-Ling Tai.
This is SLUH’s second year
of representation at the conference.
Last year, the same four teachers
attended the ACTFL conference in
San Diego.
“Last year when we went, we
found it was really helpful,” said
Merriott, who also noted that local
presentations the department has

attended left them wanting more.
After arriving in Boston, the
four split up and attended seminars
and workshops with other teachers of their respective languages.
Most of them focused on various
teaching methodologies employed
in foreign language programs and
on integrating technology into
classrooms.
Textbook publishers also
used this opportunity to exhibit
their various products, including
extensive supplementary materials.
Aliste, who is the foreign language
department chair, said that her department is always seeking these
types of products, especially for
upper-level courses.
“It’s very hard for me to find
materials here in St. Louis,” Aliste
said. “There, you can see them
firsthand … it’s kind of nice to
browse directly there.”
The bulk of Aliste’s and Merriott’s time at the conference was
dedicated to new ways of teaching
vocabulary—something Merriott
has begun integrating into his
classes—and teaching foreign
languages through imagery and
storytelling.
“I’ve always believed in
(teaching through storytelling)
anyways, and it’s actually becoming really big,” said Aliste, who
compared her methodology to that
used by other schools, and explored
research on its effectiveness.
For Tai and Crespin, much
of their work involved exploring
steps that needed to be taken in
order to add new Advanced Placement levels to their programs—AP
Chinese Language and Culture and

the newly-redeveloped AP French
Language course.
“(Adding the AP level) is
something we could do in the future,” said Crespin, who acknowledged that laying the foundation
for an Advanced Placement level
must take place over the course
of several years, as lower-level
courses need to be altered to help
students prepare for the intensive
courses.
Tai echoed the same sentiments, noting that Chinese was one
of the fastest-growing languages
represented at the conference—
ten high school Chinese teachers
from St. Louis attended this year,
contrasted with only Tai at the last
convention.
Due in part to the work of
Hanban, the organization of the
Chinese government which is
also financing the construction of
SLUH’s Confucius Classroom,
many elementary and middle
schools are developing programs
for students at these grade levels,
which will increase the difficulty of
the Chinese courses such students
could take at SLUH, for instance.
“In the future, we will see
students coming in with some
knowledge of Chinese,” said Tai.
All four of them found the
experience of attending the conference and exchanging ideas with
other teachers beneficial, and Aliste
and Merriott have already begun
incorporating what they learned
into their curricula.
“(Going to this conference)
makes you want to come back and
try something new,” said Merriott.
“It really does revitalize you.”
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The next move Senior Kevin Buettner considers
his strategy in the chess meet against Metro High School.

by Jack
staff

T

Witthaus

he last time the St. Louis
U. High chess team lost
in league play was on January
28, 2009, but the streak ended
Wednesday when the rebuilding
SLUH chess team suffered its
first loss of the season to Metro
High School, 17-13.
Last season the SLUH chess
team went undefeated, beating
Metro in Gateway Chess League
play, and traveled to the State meet,
where they lost to fourth-seeded
Belleville West.
Struggling to put the pieces
back on the board, the chess team
has organized its leadership this
year around Chess Club president
senior Kevin Buettner. Buettner
along with senior Ralph Scozzafava (ranked 173rd nationally),
and junior Kyle Padberg make up
veterans of the SLUH chess squad.
Sophomore Nick Hunsaker and
freshman Alvaro Gudiswitz had
their first matches yesterday versus
Metro.
“This is a rebuilding year,”
said Scozzafava.
Inside the Metro High School
library, signs of new life were hard
to see at the first table. No. 1 seed
Buettner took on Metro sophomore
Arian Marley-Weaver in a fierce
battle. Killing off pieces on both
sides, Buettner felt he had the upper
hand but soon realized that by trading pieces with Marley-Weaver,
he had come up on the short side.
And even though Buettner was up
in position for part of the match,
he took the loss after an hour and
a half.
Padberg, who has dramatically improved since his 1-6 start
freshman year, squared off on table
two against Metro sophomore
Rio Pimentel. Keeping his cool,
Padberg’s strategy was to let the
enemy come to him. After about
40 minutes, Padberg easily notched

SLUH’s first victory of the day.
“I just played a patient, defensive game,” Padberg said, “and it
paid off.”
Arguably the most exciting
game of the evening took place
around the No. 3 table, where Scozzafava took on Metro sophomore
Jessie Felix. Shaking his head
no throughout the match, Scozzafava dug himself in early with
mistakes on the board, but began
to dig himself out. The game cards
began to fill up as the match continued into the night. In the final
pairings of the match, Scozzafava
finally pulled off a victory after a
two-hour marathon by shoving his
opponent’s king into a checkmate
along the back column of the board.
However, the victories of
Scozzafava and Padberg could not
pull SLUH to victory as Hunsaker
and Gudiswitz did not win their
matches.
“I just couldn’t read my opponent’s moves,” said Gudiswitz.
“I need to concentrate on foresight
(for future matches). Today I was
just reacting.”
“I made a big mistake leaving
my bishop open in the middle of
the board,” Hunsaker said. “My
opponent took my bishop and put
me in checkmate with her rook.”
Even though the heart-breaking loss certainly hurt, the growth
of the new team appeared evident
in the van ride back. With a game
under their belts, the team had
established common roots with
each other as they talked about the
match and chess strategy.
And although the winning
streak is over, the squad aims to
begin a new streak next Wednesday
when the team takes on Belleville
East at SLUH at 3:30.

Couches and artwork relocated to preserve canvases
by Adam
reporter

S

Thorp

t. Louis U. High students
may have noted the disappearance of two couches, which
had until recently provided
sweet repose for any weary student making a temporary home
in the vestibule of the Fine Arts
wing. They might have also noticed the replacement of the Civil
War battle scene that blessed the
hallway connecting the Backer

building with the Danis Lobby
with two paintings signed only
“Brennan.”
These events are connected
by an attempt to keep the paintings
throughout the school in good condition for the enjoyment of students
and staff.
The seemingly innocent
couches posed a serious threat to
the paintings directly behind them.
As students sat on the couches,
they pushed them back against the

paintings, according to Joe Rankin,
Director of Facilities. This caused
visible wear and tear on the crimson
art pieces, so the couches were
moved “off site.”
A desire to protect the artwork
causes “a need to move certain
things around,” according to
Assistant to the President Robert
Bannister. Sunlight can damage art
that is exposed to it for prolonged
periods. This prompted the replacement of the Civil War battle scene

with the two new pieces.
The new art, which in dark
tones shows a room with a solitary
chair and the intersection of several tall buildings, is the work of
Christopher Brennan, class of ’77.
SLUH faces the challenge of
exhibiting more than 174 pieces
of donated art. Bannister manages
a closet full of paintings near the
Ignatian Conference Room.
“Look at the art I’ve got in
here,” said Bannister, gesturing

towards the store of canvases.
According to Bannister, most
of it is “art about St. Louis or art by
St. Louis.” The art covers familiar
St. Louis images, including several
pictures of the Eads Bridge. Artists
exhibited include art by Brother
Mel, a Marianist brother with a
studio near Vianney, as well as
many current and former SLUH
students.
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Commentary
Harrison stirs pot, but where to go from here?

by Nick Fandos
editor in chief

line.
call.

Distasteful, outrageous, racist, over the
Brilliant, awesome, hilarious, a wake-up

I’m talking, of course, about Fr. Harrison’s speech at Monday’s assembly. In
the past few days, I’ve heard it classified as
every one of these, plus a few more too inflammatory to mention here. No two students
or teachers have had the same reaction. The
speech was contentious to say the least and
seems to be becoming more so the farther
we get from it.
It’s been four years since Fr. Harrison
left SLUH. No current students have ever
had him in class or heard him speak. When
Harrison was at SLUH he was infamous
for his controversial and thought-provoking
sermons. He could truly be best described
as a gadfly for a community more fortunate
than most.
But in the four years since he left for
Belize, the role Fr. Harrison vacated as provocateur has yet to be filled. I do not mean
to say we have grown complacent, but I
think it is fair to say that students at SLUH
are not used to being confronted in such a
direct way. Fr. Harrison goes for the gut,
something few here are comfortable with.
It is not a surprise, then, that there’s
such a disparity in reaction. But amidst that
confusion and compulsive outrage, it seems
we’ve missed Fr. Harrison’s intent. Maybe
we’ve reacted just as he’d hoped whether

we realize it or not.
Between attending family parties and
writing college essays over Thanksgiving
break, I found the time to finish reading
Jonathan Safran Foer’s novel Extremely
Loud and Incredibly Close. It’s a haunting
but inspiring story about a young boy, Oskar
Schnell, and his search for answers in the
wake of his father’s death on 9/11.
Early in the novel, Oskar relays a story
from when his father was still alive. Through
a series of assumptions and misunderstandings, Oskar was led to believe there was
some treasure buried in Central Park that his
father meant for him to find. Oskar searches
and searches, and his father says nothing. He
finds many things and learns many things,
but he recognizes none of them as treasure.
There was never any treasure. By being
intentionally ambiguous, Oskar’s father let
his son use his imagination and skills to create
his own adventure. The point is, by being
forced to ask questions and seek answers,
Oskar learned and grew.
I understand that’s a simple story, and
reaction to Fr. Harrison’s speech is full of
emotion, but maybe what he was doing was
as simple as starting our treasure hunt. Of
course you can argue—with some validity—that he could have accomplished the
same thing without sarcastic comments about
race and bigotry, but it is hard to argue with
the result: people are talking. Some of the
conversations may not get past surface-level
offense, but in classrooms and lunch tables,
real meaningful conversations are happen-

ing, too—conversations that are forcing us
to look at ourselves critically.
By no means did Fr. Harrison’s speech
make me feel good about myself. It was
uncomfortable, and quite honestly I felt
a bit violated by a relative stranger who
swooped in, critiqued, and flew out once
more. I know I am not comfortable with
conversations about race, and I also know
I am just as guilty as anyone else when it
comes to exploiting cheap labor to save a
buck. Being a privileged, comfortable person
on the “right” side of society’s norms, it is
not my inclination to shake things up—shaking things up is uncomfortable. But I don’t
think I can let this discomfort get in the way
of addressing tough issues.
It’s equally easy to act upset after a
speech like Fr. Harrison’s. Anger lets us
dismiss other’s arguments, and more dangerously, it offers an out. If we believe what
someone says about us is a sham, then there
is no need to question our own beliefs. That’s
where the real threat of bigotry and racism
lies.
All that being said, I still cannot help
but feel a bit like Oskar, anxious to know
what I am searching for. What is the point
behind Monday’s prayer service, Mission
Week, or the season of Advent for that matter? Why are we doing the things we are
doing? Raising money is one thing—and it
is a good thing—but what happens after the
fundraisers and dress down days end?

Letters

Leaving trash is sign of student arrogance

To the editors:

I get to go to work today. These are
the words of former vice principal Eric
Clark. He said them to himself as he drove
to SLUH each morning, and he encouraged
his colleagues to do the same. Never before
and never since have I encountered such
practical, effective, and essential advice for
teaching.
And yet, there are moments when I
feel less grateful and more hopeless. There
are moments when I can’t help but think,
‘Really? After all they’ve been taught, after
all they’ve been given, this is how SLUH
boys act?’ And I’m not talking about the
untucked shirts, or the sleeping in class, or
the late papers, or even the cheating on tests.
The moments I’m referring to typically
occur around the same time each day – between 10:15 and 10:25 a.m. – and in the
same place – the cafeteria. They usually
happen when the teachers are not looking.
They happen when a boy gets up, leaves his
milk carton, dirty napkin, and Bosco-stick-

grease-stained paper plate on the table, and
goes about his merry way.
On the surface, this doesn’t seem like
such a grievous offense. It’s just a plate,
just a Twinkie wrapper, just an empty soda
can. Most offenders probably don’t think
they’re making much of a statement. But I
think they are. And I think their statement
stinks of arrogance.
Never has this arrogant stench made
itself so pungent as it did yesterday, the fourth
day of Mission Week. Kicked off by a day
of service and a rousing school-wide prayer
experience, Mission Week was STUCO’s
dedicated attempt to help fulfill Pedro Arrupe’s vision for Jesuit schools – to form men
for others. Many students participated in the
effort by purchasing pretzels and sodas at the
tables set up outside the cafeteria. Then, after
consuming their charitable purchases, a large
number of these students left the remnants
behind.
And they didn’t just absent-mindedly
forget to recycle their soda cans or throw
away their plates. Instead they consciously

stacked their cans three or four high on the
table and then took off. What had always
been implied in similar actions had become
much more explicit: “I am too important to
pick up after myself. Let someone else do
it.” Men for others, indeed.
At SLUH we take pride in being the
best —often to the point that others consider
us arrogant. But what I’ve seen in those
dreaded ten minutes at the end of activity
period is far from the best. My high school
friends and I never left our trash sitting on
the table and I went to DeSmet. No, being
the best involves much more than wearing
blue and chanting “U-High! U-High!” It
involves taking the time to think about how
your actions—even the little ones—affect
others, and taking the responsibility to make
sure your actions convey respect. I would
expect nothing less from you. After all, you
get to go to school here.
Jon Ott
Theology department

Call the Conversation “Cube” what it is
To the editors:
Whilst my students were taking a quick
test today, I was perusing a past copy of your
esteemed publication. I am not quite sure
why I did not notice it before this time, but
it startled me as my eyes fell upon the socalled Conversation “Cube?” Really, Mr.
Editor? As the chair of the Mathematics
Department of St. Louis University High
School, I really must object.
The object which appears in the Prep
News is not, repeat not a cube. A newspaper’s surface, you see, is a two-dimensional
object. The paper itself, though thin, does
have some depth and is therefore threedimensional, but its surface, where the
object in question appears, is certainly
two-dimensional. Thus, the object being

described cannot be a cube. It may be that
your computerized online version might
be able to represent something like a cube,
but the print edition is utterly incapable of
delivering the promised three-dimensional
object.
Further, this so-called “cube” is not
even a square; the sides are nowhere near
congruent. I am alarmed that well-educated
journalists such as yourself would try to foist
off this object to your readers as a cube—
neither three-dimensional nor equilateral, the
object is at best a rectangle, and then I am
assuming that the angles are actually right
angles. You don’t deserve this trust, but I
shall take you at your word on this point.
I have held back long enough. I’m as
mad as hell, and I’m not going to take this
anymore! In the name of all that is intellectu-

ally correct, please rename this item in the
Prep News. On behalf of mathematics educators everywhere nay, on behalf of squares
everywhere, rename this item “Conversation
Rectangle” or re-draw it completely.
Frank J. Corley, Chair
Department of Mathematics
Mark your calendars! SLUHtique, SLUH’s
annual holiday shopping boutique, will be
held on Sunday, Dec. 5th from noon to 4:30
p.m. in the Commons. More than 40 vendors
will be in attendance, selling a wide variety
of gifts and accessories, including SLUH
apparel. All proceeds will benefit activities
hosted by the Mothers’ Club throughout the
year. Admission is free!
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Conor Gearin

Something
in the air

One day not long ago, I realized that
the girl I was talking to was smarter than I
was. I managed to stay seated when I arrived
at this conclusion, though my most fundamental belief—that I am the most intelligent
person on earth—had just been shattered. As
startling as this conclusion was, I began to
suspect that this phenomenon might not be
limited to this one person. There could be a
whole plurality of girls smarter than me. But
this would challenge my second fundamental
belief, that all the intelligent people of the
world attend St. Louis U. High. Apparently
that was not true either.
I managed to steady my reeling mind,
however, after I realized that as long as
I went to SLUH, these girls would never
challenge me in a class discussion. I would
never argue about the finer points of nihilism with a girl in a SLUH theology class;
I will never hear what a girl would have to
say about the treatment of women in Kent
Haruf’s Plainsong in a SLUH English class.
I could go on believing that SLUH students
have all the answers and that I am the most
intelligent person in the world—at least
until college. Then I recalled that SLUH is a
college prep school. SLUH ought to prepare
me for the experience of having my beliefs
shaken in college, I thought.
I decided to take it upon myself to
prepare. However, I was faced with some
problems. Assuming I could find girls
familiar with things like Nietzsche and
Plainsong and willing to talk about them,
and assuming that’s what I want do with
my weekend, it was vaguely possible that
I could discuss curricular topics with girls.
But generally speaking, when you go to an
all-boys school, the only time you see girls
your age is at parties and dances, where
continuing classroom discussions is the last
thing on anyone’s mind. The best context to
discuss classroom things is in a classroom. Is
it right that we never have the opportunity see
a girl’s mind at work on the same questions
we struggle with? Furthermore, SLUH tries
to ensure diversity among teachers, hiring
women as well as men to get students to
learn from both perspectives. Why is it not
important for the student body to be similarly
diversified?
In all seriousness, I’ve been wondering
about this problem since I came to SLUH.
Currently, as a senior in Christian Life
Choices, our class has been discussing the
Theology of the Body and the relationship
between men and women, and I’ve begun
thinking about the problem again. In the
experience of Original Unity, we learn that
man and woman find their completeness in
each other. I don’t like to imagine this teaching being qualified to say, “Man and woman
find their completeness in each other, except
in Catholic high school education, because
it would be too distracting to have them
together.” But the way our Catholic high
schools are ordered in St. Louis says as much
to me. Don’t we learn best when we experience the widest variety of perspectives? And
wouldn’t this outweigh the disadvantages?
I realize there may be as many problems
with co-educational schooling as there are
with single-sex schooling. But since we have
never made a point of discussing just why
we have chosen the all-boys model, students
have invented their own ideas—some of
which are legitimate, some of which are
completely baseless. There’s something in
the air at SLUH about as rotten as a classroom
after activity period on nacho day—ideas
that the all-girls schools are inferior to SLUH,
or that we are simply smarter than girls, are
definitely wafting around the building. The
students letting fly with these foul ideas are
ones I would have never thought had it in
them. But I guess those are easy to things to
believe if you never see the counterevidence.
It’s time to clear the air.
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Mission Week catches fire at SLUH
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Mission Week was
kicked off with a
prayer service on
Monday, which
featured Adoration of the Blessed
Sacrament and a
speech by Jeff Harrison, S.J., right.
Harrison reflected
on his time in Belize, life in poorer
countries, and the
duty of SLUH
students to help
others. Reactions
to the speech have
varied greatly
among students.
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English teachers Tim Curdt and Sean O’Brien, and
Algebra teacher Donald Steingruby unleash their
might in a tug-of-war challenge. Curdt and Steingruby, both wrestling coaches, were upended in their
first match. However, their yeoman efforts raised both
money and excitement in a gym filled with Mission
Week activities on Wednesday. Unfortunately, Curdt
sprained his ankle badly in the struggle and missed
school yesterday.

English teacher David Callon (above, left)
performs a passionate rendition of “I Want to
Know What Love Is.” Callon joined the stage
to help history teacher Joe Porter, who was
struggling. They were two of several faculty
and staff that participated in a teacher karaoke
event that raised hundreds of dollars.
Students dressed in their Christmas Sweaters for a dollar on Thursday.
From left: seniors Kevin Goessling, Aaron Heisohn, Andy Eilers, Zak Otten,
and Ross Hoover. Each day, students could dress out in a theme if they
made a small donation to their charity.

For more Mission Week photos, visit sluh.org/prepnews/missionweek

Q & A from Belize with Father Jeff Harrison, S.J.

Jeff Harrison, S.J., spoke at Monday’s Mission Week prayer service. He left SLUH
three and a half years ago to become the
Superior of the Jesuit Community in Belize,
where he fills a variety of different roles.
Editor-in-Chief Nick Fandos interviewed
Harrison by e-mail this week after Harrison
returned to Belize.
Nick Fandos: You talked in your presentation on Monday about what the Jesuit Mission in Belize does in its community. What
is your typical day like?

Jeff Harrison, S.J.: I am afraid there is
not a typical day in this job. When people
ask what my day is like, I usually reply,
“Which one?” Oftentimes the day is shaped
by the e-mails, phone calls, and visits that I
receive. My official title is Superior of the
Jesuits of Belize. This means that I currently oversee 14 Jesuit priests, four Jesuit
brothers and two Jesuit scholastics who
work in schools, parishes, prison, retreats,
communications, youth programs and village catechesis, [the computer does not like
this spelling, but it is correct!] among many
other things. I am in charge of the health of
the men as well as the health of the buildings, committees, boards, etc. which make
up the works.
I am also the In-Country Coordinator for
the Jesuit Volunteers International. These
are 11 men and women who have recently
graduated college and who donate two years
of their lives in service to the people of
Belize. In addition, I work closely with the
Diocese of Belize on projects of common
interest and need. I also serve on the Missouri Province Consultors, a group which
advises the Provincial. This means I travel
to the States nearly every month for weekend
meetings. This year I am the Acting Director of Campus Ministry for the four schools
which comprise St. John’s College. All in
all, it keeps me busy.
NF: One of the focuses of Mission Week
is social justice. What’s your definition of
social justice? How can students live more

justly without a radical change in lifestyle?

JH: I think Catholic Social Justice is summed
up by Micah 8:6: “You have been told what
is good, and what the Lord requires of
you:/ Only to do what is right and to love
goodness, and to walk humbly with your
God.”  This of course, leads to all sorts of
questions and details. Jesus repeatedly told
his disciples about the first being last, the
greatest being least and the master being
the servant. The Last Supper had more than
bread and wine: Jesus washed the feet of
his disciples. This is something we should
not simply reserve for Holy Thursday. We
are called to wash feet everyday. I do not
think that SLUH students can live more justly
without a radical change in lifestyle. This
is exactly what Jesus was saying when he
called us to the cross. It has been my privilege to know and live with people who live
justly without a radical change in lifestyle,
but they live in refugee camps in Africa and
in the bush in Belize. We must change our
lifestyle if we are to enter the kingdom. Look
up the word “rich” as it pertains to wealth
in the Bible. Not such good news for the
rich. We won’t get through the needle’s eye
with a big screen TV.
NF: Do you think SLUH is behind other
Jesuit schools when it comes to social justice
and awareness? If so, how do we change that?
JH: I don’t think SLUH is either ahead or
behind the other schools. Each school has
listened to the call (now 37 years old) of Fr.
Arrupe to become “men for others.” Responses to that call are going to vary and
change over time. I think the trick is never
to rest on our laurels; never to say, “we’ve
made it!” As I said on Monday (echoing
Pope John Paul II), “the poor are with us
always, it is our job to open our eyes to their
needs and answer them with our prayers and
actions.” Mission Week is an important step
in that direction. Just as CSP and Senior
Project take us out of our comfort zones, so
Mission Week can awaken us to the needs of
the poor and, with hope, inspire our prayers

and actions.
  
NF: You spent many years at SLUH and
were a student here yourself. What would
you say is the best thing that can come of
a Jesuit education? In other words, what is
the key to a Jesuit education?

JH: As I said on Monday, what I hear over
and over from alums, and what I have experienced myself, is that a need for community,
and how to create, expand, and develop
community where it does not exist, is the
greatest thing they learned at SLUH. We
do this because we are all beloved children
of God. Whenever someone drew a line for
Jesus (lepers, prostitutes, sinners, tax collectors, etc.) and said, “We don’t go there,”
Jesus went there. Community can never be
a closed thing, something that keeps others
out. It must be all-inclusive because God’s
love is all-inclusive. This is easy for God
(I assume) but is very difficult for us. We
have to keep learning again that there are no
lines dividing good and bad people: we are
all sinners loved by God. All the calculus,
theatre, dances, football, Prep News, chemistry, soccer, etc. are just tricks we Jesuits
play on students to get you in the door. The
real thing is following Jesus crucified.
NF: In your time at SLUH, you were known
as someone willing to stir the pot and bring
up controversial issues. Do you think SLUH
is missing that gadfly figure today? Why is
it important?
JH: I have been away from SLUH for 3 1/2
years. I really don’t know what the current
situation is. I do know that if social justice
depended on one person, we are all in big
trouble. This is something that is intrinsic
to our life as Christians. Jesus predicted
that following the gospel would result in
misunderstandings, slanders and even
persecutions. Why should we be surprised
when this happens?
NF: Some students have expressed discomfort in regards to your comments about race.

How would you respond to a student who
felt you were too provocative?
JH: Always the poop in the white punch
bowl. One of the limitations of speaking to
such a large group is the inability to entertain
questions, clarify, hear other points of view,
etc. In a classroom setting (which is where
I usually play the race card) there is time
to listen and react. I would be interested
to know who was discomforted and to hear
their objections. It has been my experience
(as I said on Monday) that white people
tend to want to think race is a thing of the
past. Black people know better about race,
women know better about sexism, gays
know better about homophobia and the
poor know better about class bias than I do
about any of these things. If I am a white,
male, heterosexual middle class person then
I am living in a world designed by people
like me for people like me. It takes a lot
of listening, experience and a tremendous
amount of openness to see the truth of our
world. I worked in African refugee camps
for 2 1/2 years and lived in North St. Louis
for 11 years and I am still learning about my
own racism. I think it is a big mistake to
take an all-or-nothing view towards racism,
ie: I am either riding around in a white sheet
burning crosses or I am not one bit racist. I
think very few people want to be racist,
but our white world offers few chances to
explore what that means and what forms it
takes. Rather, I think we should view racism
as a continuum. I can grow less and less
racist if I allow myself to hear things that
discomfort me and are provocative. As I
react, reflect and renew, then my racism (and
sexism, homophobia, class bias, etc) grows
less. Otherwise, it is all swept under the rug
and never dealt with. You probably cannot
print this in the Prep News but, as I always
told my students: “Deal with your (stuff)
or your (stuff) deals with you.” Race is one
of our biggest turds. As for provocative, I
was trying to raise money for Belize. You
should hear me when I just want to preach
the Gospel!
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Soccer ends season with disappointing
Semifinal loss, finishes 3rd in State
PHOTO BY MARC FERNAN

Senior Brian Bement heads the ball away from a Vianney player
as junior Paul Buehler looks on.

By Patrick Hart

T

reporter

wo weeks ago tonight the
varsity soccer team was
at Soccer Park fighting it out
against Vianney in the Missouri
State semifinal game.
The game started off very
evenly matched for the first ten
minutes before the Griffins started
to out-muscle the Bills. For most
of the year SLUH has relied on

physicality in addition to speed and
skill to win, but that night Vianney
beat them at their own game.
Vianney scored first about seventeen minutes into the first half, on
what coach Charlie Martel referred
to as “a beautiful early goal.” The
Griffin forward received the ball
just inside the Jr. Billikens’ box
and ripped a shot past sophomore
defender Joe Rund and senior
goalie Andrew Evola.

The next Griffin goal came
just four minutes later when once
again a shot came rocketing in from
the top of the Bills’ box. This time
Evola was able to get a hand on the
ball, but the deflection went right to
a well-positioned Vianney forward,
who knocked the ball home.
“They really had us on our
heels,” Martel said in a post game
talk.
Down 2-0 just over halfway
into the game was not a position the
nationally-ranked Bills were used
to. They seemed unable to control
the ball in the midfield despite the
numerous substitutions.
Finally, in the 38th minute,
the Bills put in a goal from the top
of the box, only to have it called
back for obstructing the goalie. The
game was still locked at 2-0 going
into halftime.
SLUH came out of the break
with a new energy. Throughout the
second half they had attack after
attack. Senior midfielder Rob Carr
had numerous corner kicks to the
feet and heads of SLUH forwards
that missed by mere inches. The
ball just would not go into the net.
As thirty minutes left became
twenty and then ten, the Bills just
kept attacking. Vianney looked
tired and it seemed a goal for the
boys in white was coming. But the
two goals just never came. The
Billikens’ state run ended with a
2-0 loss.
The next day the Bills once

again trekked out to Soccer Park to
take on Rock Bridge for the third
place game. This game seemed to
be only a pickup game compared to
the game of the previous evening.
SLUH was the heavy favorite, but
once again they came out flat. Rock
Bridge scored early and the Bills
were forced to play from behind
again. Always the spark plug,
senior Richard Hoffman scored
fifteen minutes into the second half
off of a corner kick from Carr.
The game ended in a tie and
both teams were named third place
finishers in state, a title that Rock
Bridge celebrated but the Billikens
didn’t seem to enjoy.
When asked about the two
games, both Hoffman and Martel
commented on the uncharacteristic
lack of physicality from the team.
This physical play was what won
the Bills so many close games, but
it wasn’t there when they really
needed it.
Martel was extremely proud
of his team saying, “Absolutely a
successful season, we knew right
from the start that this was a hardworking team. They went past my
expectations.”
The team finished with 24
wins, 6 losses (one of which was
to St. Ignatius, who ended up as
the number one team in the nation),
and one tie. SLUH was nationallyranked in the top twenty and
number one in the state. Hoffman
was voted All-Metro Player of the
Year. It was a spectacular season.
This team honored the rich SLUH
soccer tradition and will be back
strong next year.

Jr. Bills start their season on winning track
PHOTO BY TED WIGHT

by Nate Heagney
core staff

T

wo games into the season,
the St. Louis University
High basketball team is already
staring a championship in the
face. After winning their first
two games of the Southside Classic with a 61-30 victory over Affton and a 45-31 decision against
Lutheran South, the Jr. Billikens
will face the number one seeded
Bayless Broncos in the championship game at 8:15 tonight at
Lutheran South.
Two convincing wins pushed
the Jr. Bills into tonight’s championship, and while the team would
admit that neither game was representative of its best, they were a
good way to start the season.
In the Lutheran South game,
SLUH used a late spurt to take
control. Trailing by one entering
the fourth quarter, the team was
able to pull ahead late, stifling
the Lutheran South offense and
converting important free throws
down the stretch.
After treading water with the
Lancers for much of the game, the
team entered the final quarter down
27-26. To that point, the Lancers
had done their damage at the free
throw line. But the Jr. Bills buckled
down defensively and stopped fouling, effectively halting the Lancer
attack.
The Jr. Bills were able to break
through on the other end of the
floor, clicking offensively just in
time to pull away with the double
digit victory. With the team down
by three, junior Matt Clark drained
a three-pointer to tie the game at
29 with 6:53 remaining. That three
ended a SLUH offensive drought

Junior Matt Clark lays the ball up past the Lutheran South defense.

and sparked an 8-0 run, giving the
Jr. Bills a 34-29 lead. From there
SLUH needed only to convert on
their free throws to seal the game,
and they did.
Clark’s 17 points led the Jr.
Bills, who won despite not receiving large scoring contributions
from captains Sam Hill and Mo
Oginni. Hill’s normally reliable
three-point stroke was nowhere
to be found, as he went 0 for 9 on
threes during the tournament.
Oginni had trouble establishing himself in the post and he scored
just seven points in the two games.
However, both players provided

good leadership for a team with
many players making their varsity
debuts. It is also a positive sign for
the team that they managed to win
without much offense from the duo,
which is sure to be a big part of the
Jr. Billiken attack in the future.
“It feels really good knowing
that two of our best players didn’t
have their best game but still we
could pull off a win,” said Clark.
In the opening round, SLUH
doubled up Affton, 61-30. Three
varsity newcomers paced the Jr.
Bills in scoring. Forward Jack Kelley had 14, junior Andrew Pitts had
10, and senior Austin Head had 9.

Head said that he, along with
the other newcomers, knew they
needed to take on a greater scoring
role. “I felt that I was obligated to
step up since our main sources of
points weren’t scoring that particular night,” said the senior guard.
Kelley said that it was a testament to the team’s depth that they
were able to score without big
scoring contributions from their
two captains.
“Sam and Mo obviously can
score and they’re two great players.
I think it was good for other guys to
step up and score so we know that
we don’t have to have one or two
guys night-in night-out be our only
offensive weapons,” said Kelley.
Bayless comes into tonight’s
game having beaten St. Mary’s
and Bishop DuBourg to reach the
final. The Broncos are an athletic
team, led by the two Mehedomovic
brothers, freshman Edin and senior
Enis, who are the team’s leading
scorers.
However, the Jr. Bills feel
confident that if they keep up the
defensive intensity and execute
offensively, they will bring home
the trophy.
“Our defense, which was our
biggest concern coming into the
season, has actually been pretty
good. We held each team to 31
points which is always really good
when you can do that. We just have
to make shots. We’re getting good
shots, we’re taking good shots,
we’re just not making them,” said
Kelley.
Head seconded that saying,
“We’re playing great defense, so
we just have to keep that up. The
offense will come with time. If we
can score, we’ll be fine.”
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Hockey team
win streak
runs to five
By Michael Tayon

T

reporter

he St. Louis U. High hockey
team climbed over the .500
mark in the last two weeks, beating three respectable teams in
Webster, DeSmet, and Chaminade.
The Jr. Bills were favored
against the Webster Groves Skatesmen, but nobody could have predicted the display SLUH put on
in the 7-1 blowout. Junior Trent
Lulow, who leads the team in goals,
netted a whopping four goals in
the first period. Lulow, who had
a hat-trick in the previous game,
scored a remarkable seven goals
in less than four periods of the two
games combined.
Sophomore forward Drew
Brunts and junior Joseph Luongo
both added early goals to jump out
to a 6-0 lead. The Skatesmen netted
an early third period goal, but the
Jr. Bills got the last laugh. Perhaps
due to lack of experience or just
desperate to make the stat sheet,
freshman Christian Hoffmeister
added insult to injury in the third
to make the score 7-1.
Junior netminder Thomas
Place was magnificent between the
pipes stopping 12 shots and helping
the Jr. Bills prevail.
“We came out on fire and put in
a bunch of pucks quickly. All four
forward and three defensive lines
played solid and we had a great
performance in net by Thomas
(Place),” said Lulow.
The Jr. Bills played in similar
fashion against a tougher DeSmet
opponent a couple days later.
Senior captain James Berger fired
a slapshot from the point, which
deflected off the pad from the
Spartan goalie onto sophomore
Stephen Lordo’s stick and in for
the first goal, as SLUH capitalized
on the power play.
In the third, Luongo penetrated
the DeSmet defense and rocketed
a wrist shot from the slot. Lordo
twined his second rebound goal
of the game.
The Jr. Bills outshot DeSmet
33-13 in the victory over their Jesuit
rival, and improved to 4-2.
Next, the Bills took on a
scrappy Red Devils team from
Chaminade, who had beaten the
Jr. Blls earlier in the season in the
Top Hat Tournament.
Lulow bulleted a shot from
the slot which made its way to the
back of the net under the arm of the
Red Devils goalie. Senior Jackson
Hoffmann eased the pressure with
a slap-shot goal from the blue line.
The Jr. Bills dominated puck possession and outshot the Red Devils
27-25 for a 2-0 win.
“It’s good to see the team
moving in the right direction and
getting a few wins under our belt.
It gives much-needed momentum
for the biggest game of the regular
season,” said Lordo.
Winners of their past five
games, the Jr. Bills hope to carry
their recent momentum into their
tough test tonight against CBC at
Affton Ice Rink.
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Language Department explores new technology

by Nick Fandos
editor in chief

A

stroll down the southern half of junior hallway on a recent afternoon is
perhaps the best place to start. This is the
home to the foreign language department,
and if you listen hard enough you can hear
traces of Spanish, French, and Russian
creeping out from under closed doors as
you walk by. But on this particular day,
a glance inside the window reveals that
those voices may not be coming from just
students or teachers any more. In many
cases, slowly and quietly, technology is
changing the way students learn and experience language. Immersion videos,
online vocabulary games, and SMART
Board analysis to name a few examples—
the change is happening.
Those who have incorporated new
technology into their courses say the effects
have been positive, enhancing the courses to a
point. For those who have incorporated little,
class goes on just as it always has. Both sides
agree that there is a point at which technology ceases being helpful—the point where
technology must not replace the teacher. Just
where this point is located, though, is up for
debate.
Debates like these are happening to some
extent in every department at St. Louis U.
High, but the language department offers the
best picture of what choices are being made
and how they are affecting students. These
decisions will ultimately shape the course
of the school’s relationship with technology
for years to come.
The Spanish program is SLUH’s largest foreign language program by far, and its
numbers are growing. Myriam Aliste teaches
sophomores and juniors and has helped lead
the department in incorporating technology
into the classroom.
In recent years, she has incorporated
podcasts, online homework and games, video
recording, PowerPoint, and videos into her
classes.
PowerPoint was the first innovation
Aliste began taking advantage of. Aliste has
opted for digital presentation over written
notes on the board.
“It saves me time, that’s why I use it,”
said Aliste of PowerPoint. “Instead of writing on the board I can have everything ready
to go, and images speak more than words,
so if I can convey an idea or even reinforce
something like vocabulary structures or
culture with an image, why not?”
More recently, Aliste has begun re-

cording her own podcasts, often having her
Spanish-speaking friends exchange dialogue
for her students to listen to. The exercise
helps with listening skills, much like traditional language lab exercises might, but by
creating her own, Aliste has flexibility she
did not have before.
To help refine speaking skills, Aliste
uses a flip camera, which allows students
to record themselves and then immediately
view the video to find mistakes.
Aliste has seen a positive change in
her students’ listening comprehension and
speaking skills after using the technology.
“For me it enhances my teaching and enhances the comprehension of the students,”
said Aliste.
Russian teacher Rob Chura used Rosetta
Stone language software into his freshmen
and sophomore classes for two years before
stopping this year. Rosetta Stone is an immersion program that uses images and intuition
to teach language.
Chura explained that he began using the
software simply because of its compatibility
with the way he teaches and its relative affordability, not because it was technologically advanced.
“The goal wasn’t technology. It was just
something the kids seemed to respond well
to, and it was affordable,” said Chura.
After two years, the price of the software jumped to $180 per student, so Chura
dropped it from his courses.
“One of the critiques of (the software)
is as you get into the higher stuff it’s hard …
to present some of those topics just through
pictures,” as the software strives to do, said
Chura.
Chura uses a SMART Board frequently
as well to create visual aides to stories his
students write.
“It’s just something that has naturally
progressed,” said Chura. “I found every year
more and more ways to incorporate the Smart
Board into the classroom.”
In addition, Chura has begun to assign
homework through Zimbra, sending his students links to videos on which they answer
questions. In years past, Chura had to go to
great lengths—making copies of question
sheets and burning CDs—to make such
assignments possible. More than anything,
Chura said, technology makes prep work
easier.
French teacher Jennifer Crespin uses
technology in the classroom to help students
experience French culture and enhance their
listening comprehension.

A look at technology purchasing
by Patrick O’Leary
web editor

S

eemingly every year, new computers
pop up in various locations around
St. Louis U. High, and excitement follows each batch. Thanks to the technology department’s purchasing programs,
the school stays up to date on computer
technology.
Since the technology department first
started consistently refreshing St. Louis U.
High’s computers, it had always purchased
the machines. Per a suggestion from Principal
John Moran in 2009, SLUH began to lease
the faculty computers.
The current faculty computer program
is a three-year lease agreement with Apple
for the estimated 110 faculty laptops and
desktops. The program works like any other
lease: the school pays a standard rate for the
time it keeps the laptops and, at the end of
that period, it returns them.
The lease program, scheduled to end
in 2012, also offers the option to buy the
machines at the end of the lease agreement
for the fair market value at the time. The
technology department has not decided yet

if it will allow faculty to purchase their computers at the end of the lease, or if the school
will purchase the computers for laptop carts,
or if any of these options will be chosen.
In addition, at the end of the lease,
when the faculty computers are refreshed
again, faculty may have the option to choose
either a laptop or an iPad. While Director of
Information Technology Jon Dickmann and
Technology Coordinator John Haefele said
that this may be an option, they emphasized
that much of what will happen at the end
of the lease is still up in the air and will be
discussed further later.
Before the lease program, the technology department purchased faculty computers
on a cycle of about 20 per year. This plan
did not work as well as the lease program
for refreshing all of the faculty computers
at once.
“That meant that everyone was on a
different machine, on a different operating
system in some cases, so we switched to
doing them all at once to keep everyone on
a consistent platform,” said Dickmann.
Besides these more structured plans for

see COMPUTERS, 8
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Latin teacher Jim Gioia leads his class in analyzing a passage projected onto the board.

For her senior classes, Crespin takes advantage of an online immersion video series
called French in Action. The series follows
French students in Paris, and although it is
a bit dated, according to Crespin, it gives a
unique look at French culture.
“It gets you right into the heart of Paris
and right into these people’s lives. The idea
is to get the students speaking and to understand,” said Crespin.
In addition to the French in Action videos, Crespin uses YouTube and other online
sources to bring her students authentic French
commercials and music videos, among other
things.
Crespin has always emphasized French
culture in her classroom, but new technology
has made it much more dynamic and bettered
the course, she said.
“If you can do the same thing with a
podcast or a song or something like that,
the teacher just has to put a little work into
it ... but it makes such a difference for the
student. It just makes it more interesting,”
said Crespin.
Both Crespin and Aliste explained that
while the technology may seem user-friendly,
it takes significantly more preparation work
to incorporate into class than traditional lessons. They also explained that it has clear
limitations.
“It can’t teach,” said Crespin. “I wouldn’t
want to replace a traditional classroom with
a video classroom or with everybody having his laptop in front of him ... because I
think that you lose a lot of contact between
students and the teacher whenever you use
too much technology. You still want to have
the contact, that human relationship.”
For Aliste, technology must be incorporated with a purpose, for using it without
one is worthless.
“It’s to use it with a purpose, not just
for the sake of using technology,” said Aliste.
“It has to have a purpose. Overusing it too
could be bad, I think. Because at the end
of the day I want my kids to talk. I don’t
want them to talk into the computer. I want
them to talk to people, or I want them to
write and comprehend texts. You can write
in a computer, yes, but it should be just as
a tool, not all the time as the end all, just
to enhance my teaching and the students’
comprehension.”
For Spanish teacher Kevin Moore, the
point at which technology becomes unhelpful
is much sooner. He incorporates very little
technology into his freshmen and junior
classes.
“I’m not sure it really takes anything
away, but I have yet to see anything strictly
high tech that really teaches students well.
And I know many of my colleagues use

technology stuff a lot more than I do and
I’m not going to say their students aren’t
learning anything ... but I know they don’t
rely entirely on that,” said Moore.
Although he does take advantage of the
language lab and online exercises from Colby
College, Moore prefers to have students
writing on the white board and conversing
with one another.
“Language itself means tongue. You
speak. Given that, I don’t know how machines, technology, can replace it,” said
Moore.
“I know for example that other language
teachers do a bunch of online homework, and
I’m not going to say it’s not a good thing in
their class. I don’t know, I’m not there, but
I know they go to a ton of trouble to prepare
it, and it gets corrected automatically. What
I like to do is prepare very little and spend
more time correcting. I’m not sure there’s
a big difference in the end ... I’d rather read
your answers,” said Moore.
Moore also explained that technology
has led to more cheating in his classes. As
online translators have gotten better, students
have become more tempted to use them for
homework assignments, a practice that is
considered cheating.
“I think what we’re looking at, and I
don’t think this is limited to Spanish I or
any other subject, is that the temptation to
just go to the Internet and steal something is
probably greater than our students’ integrity,”
said Moore. He explained that he has had to
change the structure of his course to lessen
the influence of online translators by cutting
back on written homework and giving more
quizzes.
Others in the department lie somewhere
between Aliste and Moore when it comes to
views on technology.
Latin teacher Jim Gioia does not use
much technology in the classroom, though he
does use a SMART Board almost every day
to analyze passages, underlining the text in
different colors to help students breakdown
what they are translating.
“I am one of these people who is pretty
convinced that boys are just a little more engaged because technology fascinates them,”
said Gioia, also noting that the SMART
Board allows him to recall the previous day’s
work onto the screen to continue translating.
While the resources are available, teachers interviewed for this article explained that
they are not pushed to incorporate technology in the classroom. For now, the point
at which enough technology is enough is
theirs to decide based on their own course
and teaching style.
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Science classes experiment with alternatives to textbooks

by Conor Gearin
news editor

A

s ebooks and e-reader devices became more abundant, science classes
at St. Louis U. High began experimenting
with alternatives to a paper textbook. One
experiment ended with the abandoning of
electronic textbooks after three different
texts were tried. The other experiment
continues, fostering the growth of a massive online resource for students that now
serves essentially as the text for the class.
The results of the experiments illustrate
the problems and the advantages of basing a class on electronic materials, which
appears to be at least part of the way of the
not-so-distant future.
Earlier in this decade, physics teacher
Eric Laboube began using an electronic
textbook for his junior regular physics
classes. The textbook, Conceptual Physics,
from Kinetic Books, could be installed on a
computer, and presented thousands of narrated animations alongside traditional text
and diagrams.
“You could do a lot of things you can’t
do on a paper textbook,” Laboube said, explaining that a paper textbook cannot offer
simulations and tutorials like an electronic
text can.
Laboube said that the first electronic
text was the most effective.
“The best one as far as integrating everything into one format was the first one,
because the first one was a text that was
written to be online,” he said.
In contrast, the next electronic textbook
the class took on was essentially a paper
textbook that was put into an electronic
format without much added on. The same
was true of the third text he tried.
“Ironically, we haven’t seen them improving,” Laboube said of electronic physics texts. “Ironically, the third textbook we
used was probably the worst one we used.
I know they’re all working on marketing
these things, but many of them are just paper
textbooks placed online. And in physics,
there’s an opportunity to do so much more.”
Furthermore, the electronic nature of the
textbooks presented many problems along
with the new opportunities. The experiment
was called off.
“We finally decided to stop using it
because we were the only class using it,
and the students often felt like they didn’t
have a textbook because the textbook was
online. And a number of students would tell
me that they didn’t open the textbook,” said
Laboube.
In addition, the distractions of the Internet became a menace to students’ studies.
“A number of students would tell me,
‘When I go on a computer, there’s too many
other distractions for me to be opening the
textbook.’ They’ve got the textbook open,
but they’ve also got Facebook and music
running and all that stuff,” said Laboube.
“Some students were using it as an excuse
for doing poorly, or not doing something, and
then some students were having legitimate
problems.”
Students in Laboube’s class last year
had problems gaining access to the online
textbook. After ordering subscriptions to
the book, the codes arrived late, about four
weeks into the school year. Senior Denny
Stinehart said that even once he could get
to the website, using the book was difficult.
“The site was just bad to begin with, so
it was really slow,” said Stinehart. “People
would make an account, then think it wasn’t
working. So they’d make another one and
take up two of the spots for it.” In the end,
Stinehart said that the textbook was not
important to the class.
“We never really used it for anything,”
he said.
Senior Joe DeMaro said that he decided
to buy the paper version of the electronic
textbook.

“I thought it would be more consistent to
get to,” he said. DeMaro said that the class
would be improved with a text that was better
integrated into the class.
Laboube attributes the trouble his students had with managing their study on a
computer to student habit.
“We (the science department) think
that if every class used an e-textbook, and
it became a matter of student habit, then it
would probably be okay,” said Laboube.
Currently, Laboube’s classes do not use
their paper textbook in class. The textbook
is meant to be a reference material; the curriculum is based on the class lecture and the
labs. Students also have periodic WebAssign
problem sets for homework.
Junior Evan Becton said that having
a paper textbook that was more integrated
into the curriculum “would make it a lot
easier, because it’s pretty confusing now.”
Currently, Becton uses the textbook to look
up equations that Laboube did not mention
in his lecture.
Junior Blake Boyer said that WebAssign
is how he learns most of the material.
“That’s my main study tool. If I didn’t
have that, I wouldn’t do as good,” he said.
Laboube said he is open to whatever is
tried next for textbooks.
“At this year’s teacher’s meeting, (Principal) Dr. Moran kind of threw out the idea
that maybe we need to be open to electronic
texts,” said Laboube. “Maybe that’s the way
things are eventually going to go.” However,
before this happens, students need to adjust
to studying texts online, and dealing with
distractions—and if every class used online
texts, then this would happen, according to
Laboube.
“I’m ready to go back (to electronic
texts) at any minute,” said Laboube. “It
doesn’t matter to me. It’s a matter of student
habits, and if they were using them in every
class, if it were commonplace, then a lot of
the problems that we ran into wouldn’t be
there.”
In biology teacher Steve Kuensting’s
classes, however, the direction things are
moving is quite clear. Bioweb, the website
created by Kuensting in the mid 1990s, has
been growing since its creation and provides
notes, outlines, review sheets, animations,
diagrams, and study questions to students.
Kuensting said that Bioweb began as a
way to alleviate student stress. A North Central Accreditation Committee study showed
student stress to be a leading student issue
at SLUH.
“So my response to the findings was to
begin to try to give students more help with
biology,” said Kuensting.
Kuensting decided to make the paper
textbook optional for his freshmen biology
classes after he surveyed his classes last

year on how they used their textbook. Collectively, the students disagreed with the
statement, “The biology textbook has been
very helpful to me this year.” However, they
strongly agreed with the statement “I have
used Bioweb more than the textbook.”
“For the average student, the cost of
the textbook is outweighed by the benefits
of Bioweb,” said Kuensting. He estimated
that 25 to 30 percent of his students chose
not to buy the textbook for this year.
Now, Kuensting’s curriculum is based
on the lecture notes and diagrams he pulls
up in class, available on Moodle, and the
resources for studying on Bioweb.
For his AP Biology classes, Kuensting
also decided to make the Campbell biology
textbook optional after he surveyed last
year’s students, who responded that they
did not find the textbook useful and that
the Biozone workbooks should replace the
textbook.
“I’m not saying you shouldn’t buy it,
I’m just saying that you might not need it,”
said Kuensting of the Campbell text. Many
students opted not to buy it. The AP Biology
Lab Manual, the two Biozone workbooks,
notes on Moodle, and study materials on
Bioweb now form the basis of the AP Biology class.
Senior Matt Genova said that he did not
buy the textbook and uses Bioweb to study.
“The study sheets—that’s pretty much all I
study from. The study sheets are pretty good
now that they have the answers on them,” said
Genova, explaining that Kuensting answered
the study questions on the reviews, a new
feature for this year.
Kuensting recently began a new feature
of Bioweb—BioAssign, modeled after the
WebAssign website used in chemistry and
physics classes for problem sets. Instead
of grading students on their submissions
as in other classes, BioAssignments are
to be used as practice tests. The first such
assignment had 60 practice test questions.
Answers can be submitted as many times
as is needed; the site tells the student if he
answered incorrectly so he can get the right
answer by process of elimination. Kuensting
created BioAssign for his freshman classes
and recently made it part of his AP Biology
class as well.
“It was really helpful, the questions
covered most of the chapter. It was easy too,
because you could plug in the answers and
it would tell you if you’re right or wrong,”
said freshman Thomas Riganti of BioAssign.
“It’s better than a review sheet because
it enables you to really see if you know the
stuff or not,” said freshman Patrick Ogden.
“Because you don’t really know it until you
get tested on it.”
A major benefit of BioAssign, Kuensting
explained, is that it lets him track student

study habits. He can view a readout of student
activity that shows when students logged
onto BioAssign, how many questions they
attempted, and what their scores were.
Many students see the benefits of using
Bioweb resources over a paper textbook.
“Everything is pretty much on there,”
said Riganti of Bioweb. He opted not to
buy the textbook. Riganti said that though
Bioweb contains very much information, it
is organized pretty effectively.
Freshman Will Miller, who did buy
the textbook, said, “I sometimes use it as a
resource, not very much though.” However,
Miller uses BioAssign every night. “It helps
you find out what you don’t know,” he said.
Miller thought that the best features of Bioweb are the focus sheets, which review all
the topics of a chapter, and BioAssign.
However, some students feel like
Bioweb is doing the opposite of its goal of
relieving student stress.
“It goes into a lot greater detail” than a
textbook, said freshman Patrick Ogden of
Bioweb. Ogden feels like the large amount
of material that biology students need to
memorize from Bioweb makes the class very
difficult. He said having a paper textbook
would simplify things.
Kuensting feels, however, that Bioweb
is much more pared down than a textbook,
which would overload students with information while not distinguishing what is
important.
“I can’t drill it down any farther than
I’ve done and still get you ready for college,”
Kuensting said. He explained that Bioweb’s
focus and study sheets show students what
they need to know.
Kuensting said that a disadvantage of not
using paper textbooks is not having diagrams
available to students. These diagrams are
protected by copyright, and therefore cannot
be posted on Bioweb. However, Kuensting
scanned old biology texts extensively and
posted their diagrams on Moodle to supplement his class lecture notes. Moodle can hold
copyright-sensitive material as long as it is
used for educational purposes. Eventually,
he plans to grow Bioweb’s catalog of noncopyrighted diagrams so that he can use
Bioweb exclusively.
As far as future technological developments, Kuensting sees SLUH moving to
electronic devices, probably tablet computers, within two to three years. At this point,
most parents would buy ebooks instead of
paper textbooks for their students, he said.
“The problem is the technology is not
quite ready,” said Kuensting. “iPads are not
quite ready for what we want them to do. He
said that the device would need to combine
the capabilities of a TI-84 calculator and have
a large enough screen for easy e-reading,
something current devices do not offer.

The graph of network traffic from the SLUH campus over the past twelve months shows steady levels through the spring of the 2009-2010 school year, a decrease in
traffic over the summer, and increased traffic during the fall of the 2010-2011 school year—consistently more than last school year.
Over the time period on the graph, about 5.8 terabytes were transferred through SLUH’s Internet connection. This is approximatley equivalent to 349 DVD movies,
or 6,081,74 PDF copies of the Prep News.
(Data courtesy of Jonathan Dickmann)

Explore a special tech/ed section on our website at www.sluh.org/prepnews/teched. Find today’s articles plus other technology-related features from last year.
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Zebra or Poodle

Racquetball sweeps Kirkwood; 3-0

Fritz Simmon
“ Reporter

O

nce again, the advantage of our team being very
deep showed its effect,” said head coach Joseph
Koestner after the Jr. Bills tromped the Kirkwood Pioneers two weeks ago, winning every single match.
Senior co-captain Nick Schmidt got St. Louis U. High
off to an exciting start, pulling out a surprising win over
Kirkwood’s No.1 seed Robert Conroy. Though Schmidt
was the favorite going into the game, Conroy won the first
game 15-14.
But Schmidt battled back, winning the second game,
15-3. Schmidt said, “I was disappointed I lost the first game
to Conroy, so I played really hard in the second game and
handled him pretty easily.”
Schmidt legged out the crucial win by beating Conroy
in the tiebreaker, 11-3.
 	 The other crucial win came from SLUH’s No. 2 seed,
junior Joe Koch. Koch, up against Kirkwood No. 2 seed
senior Patrick Day, knew that Day would be a difficult

Underclassman
sports updates

B Basketball (2-0)

Monday, November 29
SLUH 64, Affton 41
The season got off to a blistering start with the team’s 16-0
run to start its first game. Affton rallied back in the second
quarter to bring the game within six, but SLUH dominated
the second half, winning the game 64-41.
—Ben Hutchison
Wednesday, December 1
SLUH 37, Lutheran South 28
The team’s second round game against the Lancers started
slowly, as the Jr. Bills were down 9-4 after the first quarter.
But SLUH played well the rest of the game and won 37-28.
Key players included Brian Howard, who had 13 blocks,
Matthew Hinkebein, who had 23 points, and freshman Austin
Sottile, who had 19 points. The championship game was
played against St. Mary’s on Thursday.
—Ben Hutchison

C Wrestling (1-0)
Tuesday, Nov. 30

SLUH 57, Hazelwood West 24
SLUH C-team wrestling beat Hazelwood West in their first
meet of the season. Freshman Jim Onder pinned his opponent
in less than 10 seconds to help SLUH win. The Jr. Bills are
now 1-0 on the season.
—Sam Greaves

C (White) Basketball (1-0)

Tuesday, November 30
SLUH 38, Pacific 36
Alex Piening scored 12 points and had a block as the Jr.
Bills got their first win of the season against Pacific in the
St. Mary’s tournament.
—Stephen Lumetta

C (Blue) Basketball (0-1)

Tuesday, November 30
Lindbergh over SLUH
The Jr. Bills dominated the first two quarters of the game,
but at the end of the third quarter Lindbergh gained the
lead after a lapse in the Jr. Bills’ defense. They continued
to dominate the fourth quarter which resulted in a SLUH
loss. Christopher Booker was the high point man with 15.
—Michael Daugherty

JV Wrestling

Tuesday, November 30
SLUH 33, Hazelwood West 21
The Jr. Bills only wrestled eight matches, and kept even with
the Wildcats. The match was nearly dead even for its entirety,
but SLUH pulled away with a low-scoring victory of 33-21.
—Eric Mueth

JV 1-1 Raquetball (4-0)

Thursday, December 2
SLUH 5, Vianney 0
After a week hiatus, the Jr. Bills were ready to strike. The
Jr. Bills grabbed their first sweep, wiping out the Vianney
team. Next Tuesday, they take on Chaminade with their
eyes still fixed on an undefeated season.
—Stephen Deves

JV 2-1 Raquetball (4-0)

Thursday, December 2
SLUH 5, Vianney 0
The JV 2-1 Racquetball team continued its season-long
undefeated streak Thursday night, manhandling Vianney.
Junior Jack Sellman pulled off an impressive win against
his opponent, defeating him 15-1, 15-0. The team swept all
of the other matches.
—Luke Hagerty

match for him so he prepared hard the entire week before
the match. This preparation paid off early as Koch won the
first game 15-10.
After a pep talk from assistant coach Robert Hoffmann
after losing the second game, Koch quickly turned his game
back around, winning the match 11-9 in a close tiebreaker.
After the match Koch admitted that his last few games had
been a little too close.
 	 These two close wins were followed by five relatively
easy wins from the rest of the SLUH team. Senior co-captain
Joe Murray started off the win streak by defeating his opponent 15-12, 15-10. Though this win was close, Murray
was in control of the entire match, hitting many down-the
-line passes while mixing multiple kill shots.
Junior Rob Laurentius easily won his first game 15-3,
but let his opponent stay close in the second game for a
while before winning 15-9.
Junior Fritz Simmon continued the streak by winning
15-7, 15-9.
Junior No. 6 seed Jack Mohrmann gave up a team low
points allowed, beating his opponent 15-1, 15-9.
Morhmann said, “I felt really mentally prepared going
into the game, which allowed me to hit some really good
serves early and get the victory.” The senior doubles team
(made up of seniors Luke Hellwig and Aaron Heisohn) also
won 15-1 in the first game, but kept the second game much
closer, winning 15-10.
SLUH moved to a 20-1 record in their matches and a
3-0 record on the season after the win against Kirkwood.
“We’ve proven ourselves so far, and as long as we keep
playing like we are, we won’t be able to be stopped,” said
Mohrmann after the win.

NAHLIK

(from 1)
would give to underclassmen about getting involved with
community service, Nahlik talked about finding the service
project that fits an indivdual’s interests.
“You might go to a nursing home and really enjoy that
and go somewhere else and not enjoy it. That’s going to be
discouraging, but there are always other projects you can
try, and once you find something you like, then stick with
it,” said Nahlik. “There are always people who start stacking
food at a food pantry, and you can’t really see the value in
that, but the value comes out in how it changes you.”
“Through the work I’ve done, I feel more of an appreciation for the value of service in itself for character
growth,” said Nahlik. “I see myself having grown so much
in my amount of understanding of other people just through
the service I’ve done.”

COMPUTERS
(from 6)

the faculty, the technology department does not operate on
a “technology plan,” according to Dickmann. However, the
department works from a general rotation based on priority,
which is derived from machine requirements and use.
Haefele said, “The lack of a rigid plan gives us the flexibility of making those adjustments “if a set of computers
is not functioning well in its current position.”
More heavily used computers, such as the library,
computer classrooms, and four of the laptop carts are higher
up in priority than machines whose capabilities are not as
heavily taxed, such as the English writing lab, physics lab
computers, the choral room computers, and a couple of the
lesser-used laptop carts.
Haefele and Dickmann said that they assign computers
in a trickle-down fashion. The higher priority areas generally get new computers when upgrading and the computers
in those high-priority areas go to areas of a lesser priority.
Under this purchase scheme, computers can have anywhere
from a five to eight-year use cycle. They are generally on
the frontier for three and then trickle down to the lower
priority areas when they get into their fifth and sixth years.
After their eight-or-so year cycle, the school’s computers have been previously donated and recycled, but most
recently they were offered to faculty in a lottery. According
to Dickmann, if the computers are broken, they are recycled
through a program called Web Innovations & Technology
Services (WITS). If the computers are usable when WITS
acquires them, they will use them. If not, they will break
them down into parts that will either be reused or recycled.
In addition, WITS offers a guarantee that none of the materials they receive will be landfilled or disposed of.
The technology department has also tried selling
machines for a nominal fee to faculty and students and
donating some computers through John Lan Tran, S.J.
to missionaries. According to Dickmann, the department
moved away from selling computers because “taking the
money was more trouble than it was worth.”

Today

December 3, 2010
Schedule R

AP	

Rosary
Snack–Apple Bosco Sticks

4pm

Wrestling @ Parkway South Tournament
C Basketball Blue vs. CBC
C Basketball White vs. CBC
Circus Club Performance
Basketball @ Southside Classic
Hockey vs. CBC at Affton Ice Rink

5:30pm
7pm
8pm
9:30pm
Lunch

Special—Chicken Bacon Cheese
Healthy—Homemade Beef Stew

Saturday, December 4

9am
10am

Loyola Christmas Party
Wrestling @ Parkway South Tournament
C Basketball White @ St. Mary’s Tournament

12pm
2pm

Father/Son Bowling
Circus Club Performance

TBA

C Basketball Blue @ Webster Tournament

Sunday, December
11am
SLUHtique

5

Monday, December 6

Schedule R

AP

Snack–Chicken Giggles
Senior Class Meeting

Lunch

Special—Lil Charlie’s Pizza
Healthy—Chicken and Dumplings		

Tuesday, December 7
AP	

Rosary
Snack–Apple Bosco Sticks

Schedule R

3:30pm Racquetball vs. Chaminade
4:30pm Wrestling vs. CBC / Kirkwood
B Basketball @ CBC
6pm
Basketball @ CBC
Lunch

Special—Chicekn Bacon Cheese
Healthy—Homemade Beef Stew

Wednesday, December 8

Schedule M

Mother’s Club Santa Shop
Feast of the Immaculate Conception (Formal Attire)
4pm

C Blue Basketball vs. Chaminade

Lunch

Special—Brunch for Lunch
Healthy—Turkey Burger

Thursday, December 9
Mother’s Club Santa Shop

Schedule R

AP	

Freshman English Tutorial
Snack–Curly Fries
College Visits:
		
Missouri Western State University 		
		
(12pm)
4pm
C Blue Basketball vs. Vianney
5:15pm C White Basketball vs. Vianney
Lunch

Special—Meatball Sandwich
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan

TBA

Basketball @ Webster Classic

Friday, December 10
Fine Arts Assembly
4pm
8pm

Schedule S

B,C Wrestling @ Pattonville Quad
Pax Christi Concert
Hockey vs. Kirkwood @ Affton Ice Rink

Lunch

Special—Chicken Strips
Healthy—Roasted Turkey

TBA

Basketball @ Webster Classic

AP Scholars

Nine members of the class of 2010 were named National
AP Scholars. The recognition is granted to students in the
United States who receive an average score of at least
four on all AP exams taken, and scores of four or higher
on eight or more of these exams. The nine National AP
Scholarship were Matt Bettonville, Luke Chellis, Will
Ebel, Ben Ford, Zach Gima, Daniel Pike, Frank Schumacher, Robert Thames, and Matthew Tryniecki. A total
of 145 SLUH students received some form of distinction. Fifty-nine earned the AP Scholar with Distinction
award level, given to the students with an average score
of at least 3.5 on all AP exams taken, and scores of 3
or higher on at least five exams. Twenty-nine students,
who averaged at least 3.25 on all exams taken and had
scores of 3 or higher on at least four exams, qualified
for the AP Scholar with Honor award level. Forty-eight
students were named AP Scholars, receiving scores of
3 or higher on at least three exams.

